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Emile Durkheim summarily rejected Gabriel Tarde’s imitation thesis, arguing that sociology need only concern itself with social suicide rates. Over a century later, a burgeoning body of suicide research has challenged Durkheim’s claim to a general theory of suicide as 4 decades worth of evidence has firmly established that (1) there is a positive association between the publicization of celebrity suicides and a spike in the aggregate suicide rate, (2) some social environments are conducive to epidemic-like outbreaks of suicides, and (3) suicidal ideas or behavior spreads to some individuals exposed to a personal role model’s suicidal behavior—for example, a friend or family member. Revisiting Tarde, the article examines why Tarde’s theory deserves renewed attention, elucidates what he meant by imitation, and then formalizes his “laws” into testable theses, while suggesting future research questions that would advance the study of suicide, as well as other pathologies. Each “law” is elaborated by considering advances in contemporary social psychology as well as in light of its ability to supplement Durkheim’s theory in explaining the “outlier” cases.
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INTRODUCTION

In Suicide, Durkheim (1951 [1897]:123) took serious, but ultimately dismissed Tarde’s (1903) “imitation” thesis because he considered imitation to be “a purely psychological phenomenon.” Of course, Durkheim’s dismissal likely had more to do with the implications of Tarde’s social psychological theory for his own theory of suicide. As such, he settled on a strategy of accepting “that the idea of suicide may undoubtedly be communicated by contagion… [and that] no other phenomenon is more readily contagious” (Durkheim 1951 [1897]:131–132, emphasis mine), while in the same breath arguing that it was the social rate of suicide that was of true sociological significance. Tarde’s eventual marginalization in American sociology, and the conventional wisdom that Durkheim “won” the debate (Tarde 2010:136–142; cf. Sorokin 1928), obscures an important question: whether it is worth reengaging Tarde’s social psychological theory of the spread of emotions, ideas, and behaviors. At least two reasons underscore answering in the affirmative. First, the last 2 decades or more has seen a massive body of theoretical and
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empirical work on contagion in academia (Ali, Amialchuk, and Dwyer 2013; Bartholomew and Goode 2000; Christakis and Fowler 2007, 2008, 2013; Collins 2004; Fagan and Davies 2004; Hatfield, Cacioppo, and Rapson 1994; Hatfield, Rapson, and Le 2009; Norton et al. 2003) and pop social sciences (Gladwell 2000); especially germane for this article, a robust literature surrounding the sociological study of the spread of suicidal ideas or behaviors—or, what is more commonly called suicide suggestion (Phillips 1974)—poses challenges to Durkheim’s original thesis as conventionally formulated. Second, these studies have spent less time evaluating or developing theoretical logic that explains contagion, preferring instead to rely on psychological traditions like social learning theory (Akers and Jensen 2006) or network explanations that substitute explanation with structural conditions like homophily. Thus, a disconnect exists: Durkheim’s theory remains the most elaborate sociological explanation, yet it does not seem to fit a significant set of cases; perhaps, Tarde’s work—modified and updated—may hold some theoretical promise.

There are several good reasons to believe that Tarde’s thesis likely does offer contemporary sociology some useful principles, not least of which stems from the fact that—stripped of the academic context and competition—Durkheim’s own theoretical trajectory closely aligns with Tarde’s own logic. Constrained by historical and sociocultural constraints, Durkheim’s could never imagine social psychology being a legitimate subfield of sociology. In addition, Durkheim’s crude use of maps and geographic diffusion as evidence against Tarde’s thesis no longer holds up when subjected to modern sophisticated cluster analyses (Baller and Richardson 2002; Gould 2001). Hence, to accept imitation or contagion as causal mechanisms of suicide was tantamount to denying the central sociological importance of integration and regulation. In hindsight, of course, this debate seems shortsighted and, Durkheim today would have seen the compatibility of Tarde’s theory with his own. In both the Rules, parts of Suicide (cf. pp. 277–294; see also Gane 2005), and ultimately in the Elementary Forms, Durkheim not so subtly shifted to the interaction level and a serious concern for emotions (Alexander 1988; Marks 1974). But because he had committed to a deductive frame in Suicide, he could not give a fair or nuanced appraisal of Tarde’s theses.

Thus, revisiting Tarde seems ripe with positive potentials toward the greater goal of crafting a robust sociological theory of suicide (for a review, see Wray, Colen, and Pescosolido 2011; see also Abrutyn and Mueller 2014; Bearman 1991; Cooney and Phillips 2013; Manning 2012; Pescosolido 1990)—and, more generally, a theory of social pathologies. While this larger goal of building a general theory is beyond the scope of this article, we turn instead to Tarde’s (1903) Laws of Imitation to see if (1) there is anything relevant to modern sociology in Tarde’s thoughts beyond its application to crowds and mass communication (van Ginneken 1992) and, if so, (2) whether these useful theoretical insights can be modified via advances in contemporary social psychology such that cases of suicide suggestion can be better explained without necessarily abandoning Durkheim. Tarde’s work has already found its way, superficially, into the study of suicide suggestion (Phillips 1974); the term suggestion having been drawn from one of the synonyms Tarde (1903:43, 76, 203) himself uses when talking about imitation. We say
superficial, because his name is often evoked, but with little theoretical depth (Katz 1999; Kral 1994), and often in conjunction with rational-choice/behavioral theories like social learning theory that Tarde would not likely have used himself (Akers and Jensen 2006; for an example, see Baller and Richardson 2009). Tarde’s theory continues to be oversimplified via a crude, and often tacit, connection between imitation and mimicry—an association that becomes untenable when one carefully reads Tarde (1903:15), and discovers that he (1) never characterizes imitation as such in explicit definitional form or in implicit conceptual framing, (2) uses various synonyms like suggestion that imply cognition and modifiers like sympathy-imitation that evoke emotions, and (3) often makes statements like emotions, attitudes, or behaviors are “transmitted through language” which is the “great vehicle of all imitations.”

It is argued, then, that Durkheim’s theory can be supplemented and expanded by considering Tarde’s potential contributions—especially, once modified via modern sociological theory. Durkheim’s theory, as conventionally understood, cannot explain the massive amount of suicide research that has established a positive association between (1) publicized political/entertainment celebrity suicides and temporary increases in audience suicide rates (Romer, Jamieson, and Jamieson 2006; Stack 1987, 2005), (2) fictionalized media suicides and copycats (Pirkis and Blood 2001; Stack 2009), and (3) personal role model’s suicidal behavior—for example, a family member or friend—and the probability of those exposed having suicidal thoughts (Baller and Richardson 2009; Bjarnason 1994; Niederkrotenthaler et al. 2012; Tishler 1981), and attempts (Abrutyn and Mueller 2014; Bearman and Moody 2004). The ultimate goal, then, is not to eliminate Durkheim as some critics have suggested (Nolan, Triplett, and McDonough 2010), but rather to acknowledge the fact that social psychology must be considered a part of the study of suicide. Many of these social psychological processes can be found in Tarde’s work, and we believe, deepen our understanding of the sociological forces surrounding suicide, provide explanatory mechanisms that replace vague ones like “vicarious rewards,” and help point suicidology in new and fruitful directions. The discussion begins by asking and answering the question “Why does Tarde matter in the first place?”

GABRIEL TARDE REVISITED

Why Tarde Matters

Tarde holds either one of two places in contemporary sociology. For most sociologists, he is probably a forgotten or ignored classical theorist (Abrutyn 2013c) who, if they have heard of him, was “demolished” in a debate with his contemporary, Emile Durkheim (Tarde 2010:136–142; see also Katz 1999). Durkheim’s argument rested on the search for external, normative social forces that had become sui generis to the individual, while Tarde offered a social psychological perspective consonant with the collective behavior theories of the late nineteenth century (Sorokin 1928, 1957). Tarde, whose argument would find plenty of supporters today, questioned
how, after excluding...individuals, we can have a society from a remnant. If the students and the professors are excluded from a university, I do not think there remains in it anything by the name. Durkheim apparently tries to return us to the realism of the Middle Ages. (In Soro-kin 1928:466)

Those more familiar with Tarde likely know him through Terry Clark’s introduction to a series of Tarde’s (2010) writings on communication and social influence. This latter group of scholars have focused their attention on his work on mass communication (Katz 1999) and crowd psychology (van Ginneken 1992), rather than formalizing his theoretical laws. Tarde’s work, however, extends far beyond mass communication. As noted above, Tarde still matters because he provided one of the first analyses of the spread of emotions, attitudes, and behavior—social processes that have become increasingly relevant to the social and biological sciences (for a recent review, see Christakis and Fowler 2013) and in the ether of American society in “pop” books like The Tipping Point (Gladwell 2000). Moreover, we believe Tarde’s laws—as refracted by modern social psychology—complements and extends theories examining diffusion (Henrich 2001; Rogers 2010), social learning (Akers and Jensen 2006), and even network theories that rely on homophily as an explanatory mechanism (DiMaggio and Garip 2012; for a critique, see Shalizi and Thomas 2011). Because these theoretical areas tend to come at the spread of behaviors or emotions from very different starting points, they too have overwhelmingly ignored the rich experimental social psychological programs in sociology (Burke 2006) and the central insights of the sociology and neuroscience of emotions (Franks 2006; Massey 2001; Turner 2007). Tarde’s interest in emotions and social psychological processes offers a bridge to putting a diverse body of literatures into dialogue with each other.

Meanwhile, Durkheim’s Suicide, has held up well in the broader sociological community (Wray et al. 2011), despite numerous theoretical flaws (Johnson 1965; Pope 1976), methodological problems (Kushner 1994; Stark, Doyle, and Rushing 1983), and some spotty empirical evidence supporting his typology (Breault 1994; Nolan et al. 2010). Without question Durkheim’s theoretical argument remains powerful when its most basic principles are isolated from the nineteenth-century constraints on his own sociological imagination (Pescosolido 1990): (1) the structure of suicide is shaped by the structure of social relationships and (2) the most important dimensions of social relationships are (a) the level of attachment (integration) and (b) the clarity and stability of moral guidance (regulation). Despite these basic principles, however, the question of how the macro and the micro are linked—that is, how integration or regulation can explain why one person kills him-/herself vis-à-vis any other in the group—remains an open question. While it may be true that religion, for instance, has protective effects against suicide, Durkheim is silent on what microdynamics would make some individuals within a “protective” faith more susceptible than others. Moreover, Durkheim’s theory obfuscates the simple truth Tarde’s implies: suicide is a choice, which means the idea of self-harm must be “acquired” from without and a conscious decision made (Kral 1994). Thus, social psychology matters because we are influenced by real people, especially those whom we would deem significant other—for example, recent research has found that being exposed to a friend or family member may lead to the development of new suicidal
thoughts or behaviors (Abrutyn and Mueller 2014), which demands better explanations than the common “underintegrated” or “underregulated” argument.

Although Tarde was less interested in suicide and more so in the general “diffusion” of ideas and behaviors via social intercourse between persons, groups, or even cultures, it is entirely plausible that some of his theoretical principles are worth revisiting. Tarde’s (1903) major text, *The Laws of Imitation*, may not equal Durkheim’s four major volumes or lasting impact on the discipline, but the analysis below posits a road map that may very well link Durkheim’s macrolevel forces (integration and regulation) to the recent network-suicide advances (Pescosolido 1990) to the microdynamics that lead people to actually attempt or commit suicide. Of course, not every case of suicide is one in which suggestion plays a role, but a general theory must account for all cases and not just some.

**Revisiting Tarde’s Theory**

We turn now to the central question “What is imitation?” according to Tarde. Typical of many classical sociologists, he never bothers to precisely define the term *imitation*, nor does he use it consistently from page to page. At times, Tarde analogizes imitation to the pulsation of light waves or water ripples. If we consult Durkheim (1951 [1897]:124–125) for an answer, we find that he identifies three common usages: (1) the process by which people gathered together “mutually transform one another by their reciprocal influence”; (2) a drive to be in harmony with our social milieu and, thereby, the drive to adopt customs and practices without conscious appraisal; and (3) the unconscious reproduction of an act for no reason besides mimicry. Though Durkheim associates all three with Tarde, he is sympathetic to the first definition—which is more social psychological—while staunchly attacking the last one and implicitly tying Tarde to mimicry.

If Tarde was guilty of anything, it was choosing the word *concept*, as Durkheim’s criticism and the colloquial meaning behind the term converged to obfuscate Tarde’s more nuanced argument. Tarde (1903:207) stridently believed people adopt new behaviors and attitudes through *interaction*, especially *symbolic* interaction, noting that acquiring “ideas precedes imitation of their expression.” That is, people must come to perceive a person’s or group’s attitudes and behavior as salient, internalize the pattern and, especially, the meanings attached to the act, and then “decide” whether the action fits with their own value orientations, cherished norms,
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5 Of course, in hindsight Durkheim’s argument that the third was imitation, while the first was more closely related to Tarde seems ironic given Durkheim’s later work on religion and rituals (1995 [1915]), and the long tradition of interaction rituals theory (Collins 2004; Goffman 1967). As Durkheim began to wrestle with the transformation of individual consciousnesses into a collective consciousness, he realized it was through recurrent interaction and the positive emotion it generated that led to external representations (totems) and internalized, shared moral values (the conscience collective). Again, it is this reason that leads us to conclude that Durkheim was more sympathetic to Tarde than he let on, and had he been born 50 years later, he would have made use of Tarde’s work.
and self-interest. Drawing inspiration from Tarde, Kral (1994:246) echoes this sentiment when he asserts that “suicide is not impulsive but premeditated,” and that requires “both purposeful planning and as an archetype regarding something quite specific.” How do we plan? We learn from the people, groups, and cultural milieu to which we are anchored (Baechler 1979; Shneidman 1993), especially those who we come to consider significant others (Aron and McLaughlin-Volpe 2001). What makes Tarde’s work so powerful is that he avoids the behavioral psychology and utilitarianism that would lead him to consider apery or conditioning sociologically relevant vis-à-vis the power of social relationships; imitation, or what is perhaps more fittingly called suggestion, is a process by which ideas are appropriated through interaction and evaluated based on the exposed person’s own social psychological disposition. And thus while Tarde talks of “fashion” imitation (e.g., Simmel 1904), the majority of the book is devoted to imitation based on intercourse (Katz 1999); even those “imposed” from superiors involve a cognitive, moral/aesthetic, and/or affectual dimension.

Tarde’s sophistication is further deepened when considering how language plays a role in imitation. In American social psychology, four basic symbolic interactionist assumptions have come to be accepted (Burke 2006): (1) behavior is oriented toward objects (2) whose meanings emerge out of symbolic interaction in which (3) people develop self and identity, and (4) come to share an intersubjective reality with others who share the common meanings. These fundamental principles are not far removed from Tarde’s (1903:15ff.) own notion of imitation, which seems to generally hinge on language. He provides a list of modes or types of imitation, which are founded on shared language: custom-based, fashion, sympathy, obedience, precept/educative, naive, and deliberative. As he works through this list, it becomes apparent that each type or mode of imitation is distinguished by the cultural information they spread, and the diversity in cognitive and social mechanisms related to their operation. For instance, custom-based imitation is not simply automatic or habitual, but group-specific traditions predicated on the communication of ideas and behaviors via symbolic interaction, whether bodily or linguistic, and which only make sense within a specific cultural framework. A more telling clue as to Tarde’s intentions is found in his inclusion of sympathetic imitation, which he draws directly from Adam Smith’s theory of moral sentiments; the same theory that undergirds Cooley’s and Mead’s theory of the development of a social self via self-reflexivity developed in interaction.

Consider, as evidence of Tarde’s nuanced symbolic interactionist position, his particular evolutionism: unlike many contemporary evolutionary theories that conceptualize “memes” as “whole” cultural blocks of information like “genes” (e.g., Lenski 2005), Tarde (1903:22) rejected the premise that attitudes or action spread en toto—that is, copycatting was an exception to the basic rule of imitation: adoption of any actions or attitudes occurred through the adaptation, modification, and integration of the idea to the person’s or group’s preexisting cultural “assemblage.” Moreover, behaviors and attitudes do not just spread, as they may be blocked, slowed, or weakened by larger historical or sociocultural forces (pp. 30–31). Thus, it is incorrect to see Tarde’s position as advocating a
simplistic “monkey see...” perspective or that people adopt things because they are rewarding, as the process is multisequenced and generally begins with deliberate, conscious choices being made by actors as they communicate with each other. Once more significant others adopt the behavior or attitude, the strength of the suggestion increases, but there is no inevitability in Tarde’s writing. Even conformity is conceptualized by Tarde as requiring some cognitive and evaluative interpretation and synthesis. Therefore, even in the moments where the least conscious spread of ideas or behaviors occurs, there is a period in which choices are being made. Although these choices are made under various levels of social pressures via individuals and networks of persons, it is impossible to deny that the process by which people adopt new behaviors and attitudes, in Tarde’s work, is inextricably linked to the presence and influence of people facilitated by way of symbolic language.

In sum, this briefest of reviews demonstrates Tarde’s sophistication. Imitation was not psychological, but social psychological. As Kral (1994:248) and others (Katz 1999) have cogently argued, ideas do not just hop from one mind to the next, but must be communicated: “An idea once planted may become readily accessible and difficult to replace.” It may seem oversimplified to suggest that telling someone about your suicidal thoughts, plans, or attempts will contribute to the spread of these behaviors, but it brings suicide suggestion into the social psychological world of Tarde. Explanations like homophily do not posit an actual explanation, conflating the structural logic of some relationships with mechanisms that allow behaviors or attitudes to be transmitted from one person to the next. This same problem is what forces us to reconsider Durkheim’s original thesis: while integrative or regulative aspects of social bonds remains important for describing the structural logic of a group or set of ties, it does not explain why or how suicides spread from one person to another. Tarde’s interest in the spread of ideas and their fruition into attitudes and behaviors seems as good a starting point for thinking about the spread of suicide, or any behavior. Durkheim’s externalist position constrained his ability to systematically approach social psychological dynamics like emotions (cf. 1951 [1897]:293), which may explain why most sociological research on suicide has refrained from entering into dialogue with social psychology. The consequence has been the emphasis on empirical research over theoretical development, where “mechanisms” like “vicarious rewards”—which, of course, are never actually tested but offered as speculation—or structural conditions like homophily replace theoretical explanation, or are simply conflated with contagion (Aral, Muchnik, and Sundararajan 2009; Shalizi and Thomas 2011). Conversely, Tarde’s work anticipates the importance of emotions, both as a contagious microphenomena (Hatfield et al. 2009) as well as essential mechanism through which behavior and attitudes spread (Lawler, Thye, and Yoon 2009) or become normative (Mackie, Maitner, and Smith 2009). His work provides us with a common point through which the rich suicide suggestion and, more broadly, contagion literature can be brought into dialogue with the equally rich social psychological and emotions scholarship. Though Tarde never says he has five laws, and perhaps one could discern a greater number, below delineating what we think are the five basic principles or laws of Tarde’s imitation thesis.
TARDE’S FIVE LAWS

In our estimation, there appear to be five “law-like” propositions. The first two are basic laws that rely on assumptions that people are rational and, very often, they are subject to the taken-for-granted milieu they inhabit; the other three modify both of these laws by “predicting” what sorts of microlevel phenomena may accelerate, amplify, or, when considered in their converse, constrain the spread of ideas, emotions, attitudes, and behaviors. Though less will be said about the first two, given the lack of novelty, they are worth elucidating because they provide the latter three with a foundation from which contemporary social psychology can help formalize and hone Tarde’s original theses. Ideally, we would like to empirically evaluate each law, but this task is beyond the scope of this article and, thus, extant studies that appear to lend credence to the principle will be posited when appropriate.

The First Law: Logical Imitation

At the foundation of four of the laws is what he called his law of logical imitation. In essence, if all things remain equal, a person will prefer “a given innovation to others because he thinks it is more useful or more true than others” (Tarde 1903:141, emphasis added). That is, people will rationally weigh one idea versus existing solutions to determine their relative efficacy or truth. Noteworthy, Tarde (1903:154) distinguishes between two types of evaluative processes people may undergo: instrumental rationality and substantive rationality. The corollary to this law is that as new inventions are adopted and deemed good, the old inventions they replace increasingly become abandoned and deemed poor in comparison. The two takeaway points are (1) people do not just adopt new behaviors or attitudes, but rather they must come to the conclusion that they are superior and (2) there are several reasons for thinking a new behavior or attitude is more useful or true. Thus, a potentially suicidal person may see suicides in the cinema that he or she can identify closely with (Stack and Bowman 2012), and as such an idea becomes planted and “become readily accessible” (Kral 1994:246). On the other hand, he or she may read about a martyr or are told stories about heroic, altruistic suicides and when faced with similar circumstances, he or she may “imitate” the martyr or soldier (e.g., Riemer 1998). Tarde reminds us, however, that the logical law is only a law in the abstract sense, because there are several extra-logical influences that refract the decision-making process causing “preferences and aversions” that determine the “victory or defeat” of rival ideas and behaviors (Tarde 1903:189ff.). That is, two people exposed to two different sociocultural milieus and possessing different social psychological experiences may not “interpret” the same suicidal ideas as each other.

Before delineating these “extra”-logical influences, it is worth pointing out that this “law” is quite consistent with contemporary social science. First, plenty of
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empirical evidence supports Tarde’s assertion that people are naturally “rational” (Camerer 2007; Turner 2010; Turner and Maryanski 2009). Perhaps the strongest support can be found in Henrich’s (2001) meta-analysis of over 3,000 studies of cultural diffusion. Though he found that “pure” rational decision making was absent in all cases, he noted that new ideas, behaviors, and attitudes were most likely to spread via direct biases in which the exposed person(s) made choices based on the role model, their ability to identify with the model, and the level of intimacy and trust.

Second, sociological rational-choice theory has always held that rationality is (1) constrained by the structural and cultural milieu in which actors are located (Collins 1975; Molm 2006), (2) altered by power relationships (Cook and Emerson 1978), and (3) only as good as the amount and breadth of information individuals have access to (Granovetter 1985). Third, sociologists recognize that many rewards are not quantifiable and subjectively evaluated, and thus what is “objectively” good may not be desired as much as what one considers best (Blau 1964)—hence the importance of adding substantive rationality to the equation. Thus, by the end of Tarde’s first section on his laws, he concludes that logical imitation is the foundation for all types of suggestion or imitation, but “evolutionary” forces and, especially, extra-logical influences are central to the dynamics affecting the spread of behavior and attitudes.

The Second Law: Customary Imitation

Tarde’s second law may best be termed the law of customary imitation. Rather elegantly, Tarde notes that ideas or behaviors that are either defined, perceived, or articulated by their innovators as related to existing traditions, mores, or accepted ideas will spread faster and more readily than “competitors” perceived as alien, new, or incommensurate with the community’s values and norms. Weber’s (1968) work on authority would come to emphasize this very point: radical ideas are considered dangerous by the established stratification system, and thus political or religious innovations must be framed within the context of some ancient traditions that have been forgotten (Eisenstadt 1982), in accordance and congruence with current moral order (Machinist 1986), or through the rearticulation of extant doctrine and dogma as recently discovered or reinterpreted (Albertz 1992). In other words, suicide as an idea and, then, expressed in emotional distress or suicide attempt, can become a patterned action consistent with a shared cultural conscience and cultural memory. Though most societies are pro-life and against suicide, some Native American reservations are frequent sites of epidemic-like outbreaks (Walls, Chapple, and Johnson 2007), suggesting that negative, pathological behavior can become an element of a group’s culture despite Durkheim’s prediction that integration and regulation should be protective.

Tarde’s second law finds theoretical elaboration in much of the social psychological literature on consistency (Burke 1991; Heise 1977; Ridgeway 2006). For most people, socialization and recurrent interaction crystallizes certain predictable, normative dimensions of social life such as what they can expect from people
displaying certain status characteristics or what their identity means to themselves and, therefore, what it should mean to others. Humans appear to prefer some degree of stability over constant change, and it is within this context of “ontological security” that ideas and/or behaviors linked to accepted traditions and customs will spread more easily than those that seem bizarre; moreover, ideas, attitudes, and behaviors become drenched or coated in emotional undercurrents that give meaning to identity and relationships (Hochschild 1983; Summers-Effler 2004; Turner 2007). Again, the evolution of religious systems provides a multitude of examples in which religious entrepreneurs were more likely to be successful when they were able to attach their new, and potentially radical cosmological and soteriological ideas to preexisting or supposedly lost ones (Abrutyn 2013a, 2013b). This was such a common practice of the world religions that a chasm between the official religion as reproduced by elites and the way they “sell” it to the masses by tolerating some syncretism and superstition (Sharot 2001). If we turn to suicides, religious frames impose customary patterns of suicide whether it be the imperative Durkheim talked of in which Hindu women are expected to throw themselves on their husbands’ pyres, Christian martyrdom, or more modern cultural imperatives found in kamikazes.

The Third Law: Emotional Imitation

It is with the third law that we turn to some potentially fruitful ideas for constructing a more robust theory of suggestion. Tarde’s (1903:194–213) third law is the first of which we must do some theoretical lifting to make the law interesting and useful for modern sociologists. The law itself hinges on the notion that adopting new behaviors requires the internalization of the idea behind the behaviors first. Tarde introduces, unsystematically, the importance of collective emotions, which come to undergird much of his discussion regarding the third law. He notes, for instance, that emotions help explain the contagion of ideas and, subsequently, behavior: “the intensity of everybody’s desire increases in proportion to its spread, through the effect of mutual reaction” (p. 196). He further remarked that there is no mixture more conducive to suggestion than that of “volition, together with emotion and conviction” (p. 198). And though it is getting ahead of our discussion, he expects superiors or prestigious people to be most effective at suggesting new behaviors or attitudes when they are able to elicit emotions from their audience (van Ginneken 1992).

The third law finds decision making, and even custom, as shaped by the underlying socioemotional moorings that tie people to each other, and to their group (Tarde 1903:204–207). That is, while the first law presented above argues that ideas and behaviors must resonate with a person’s perceived self-interest and/or deeply held value orientations, the texture and color of the decision-making process is greatly affected by the emotionality of the interaction and relationship. The third law comes to define emotions as a powerful engine along which new behaviors/ideas become deeply attached to existing social psychological characteristics, acquire meaning, and undergird culturally resonant justifications, motivations, and
expectations surrounding the adoption of the new behavior/attitude. Contemporary social scientists have become increasingly aware of the centrality and powerful consequences emotions have for human action and organization (Collins 2004; Ekman 1982; Lawler et al. 2009; Mackie et al. 2009; Massey 2001; Turner 2007). Tarde’s third law amazingly, if rather surprisingly, anticipates these recent advances. Borrowing a term from Randall Collins’s (2004) interaction rituals theory, the third law will be labeled the law of emotional entrainment.

Social Psychology Meets Emotions. The immediate implications of Tarde’s third law can be found in the social movements literature, which has long argued crowd/collective behavior is driven, at least in part, by emotional contagion (Smelser 1963). But it can be argued that Tarde’s third law may be one of the most essential mechanisms explaining the spread of ideas and behaviors, especially suicidal ideas and behaviors. First, a growing body of research has found that humans are wired to pay close attention to faces and emotions (Damasio 1994; Ekman 1982), and it is the complex emotional “palettes” humans evolved that generate tremendous diversity in social bonds and act as the conduits along which ideas and behaviors spread (Turner 2007). Second, as Durkheim (1995 [1915]) himself noted, positive affect is the foundational microdynamic generating social solidarity (Collins 2004; Goffman 1967) because recurrent interaction produces norms of reciprocity and obligation (Blau 1964), and attaches us to collective actors (Lawler et al. 2009), and entire social systems. It comes as no surprise, then, that the majority of social psychological theories of consistency (e.g., Burke 1991, 2006) and recent research into rational choice behavior (Camerer 2007) have turned to emotions to better explain the phenomena these scholars are studying because emotions “influence and can limit individuals’ perceptions, thought processes, and behavior...as well as affect health via emotional physiology” (Larson and Almeida 1999:5; see also Damasio 1994).

Fourth, dyads, groups, and even societies develop emotional “profiles” that provide framing and feelings rules that govern expressiveness, intensity and duration of feeling and expression, and provide a vocabulary for labeling emotions and the subsequent motivation for acting (or not acting) on them (Clark 1997; Hochschild 1979). Fifth, these emotional profiles come to undergird the “generalized other” members of groups internalize and use to evaluate new ideas and behaviors vis-à-vis existing group customs, values, and norms, thus giving emotional timbre to old and new ideas and behaviors (Mackie et al. 2009). Ultimately, these emotional profiles can become embedded in the person’s, relationship’s, group’s, community’s, or society’s emotional biography (Summers-Effler 2002). In particular, powerful social emotions like shame or pride act as powerful self-regulating forces (Kemper 1978; Tangey and Dearing 2002) that can also be repressed in ways that generate anger, fear, melancholy sadness, and other negative emotions that have been empirically linked to pathological or destructive behavior—for example, domestic violence (Lanksy 1987), homicide (Lewis 1976), marital quarrels (Scheff and Retzinger 2001 [1991]), and self-harming behaviors like anorexia (Scheff 1989). Sixth and final, emotions spread from one person to the next, and often precede or concomitantly accompany ideas and behaviors given meaning and emphasis because of the emotion (Hatfield et al. 1994; Norton et al. 2003); that is, like
lightning preceding thunder, emotions come before ideas/behaviors occur (Franks 2006), because it is emotions that provide the meaningful motivation and justification associated with actions and their potential rewards (Lawler et al. 2009; Turner 2010). What’s more, our ability to empathize with significant others makes us especially prone to mimicking or adopting intimate others’ behavior (Davis 2006), even if self-destructive or self-harmful (Larson and Almeida 1999).

Emotional Entrainment and Suicide. Emotions play an especially important role in Durkheim’s (1951 [1897]:293) conceptualization of suicide, as evidenced by his table on emotional morphology. Altruistic suicides seem particularly emotionally driven, as he remarks that martyrs commit suicide “purely for the joy of sacrifice” (p. 223) as their faith in the supranatural and the afterlife produce “enthusiasm [spurred on by] a faith eagerly seeking satisfaction” and which affirms “itself by acts of extreme energy” (pp. 225–256, emphasis added). Shortly after, Durkheim provides similar imagery to “the epidemics of suicide [that] devastated monasteries” during the Middle Ages believing they were filled with “passionate enthusiasm” and caused “by excesses of religious fervors” (pp. 228–229, emphasis added), while characterizing the army hero who throws himself on a grenade as driven by the “espirit de corps” (p. 229). Durkheim appears to be saying that contagious episodes, or what he calls moral epidemics, are “active suicides” driven by a “collective resolve” which “springs... [from a] passionate impulse” (pp. 131–132). The common environment that Durkheim notes as being the wellspring for suicidal epidemics consists of an emotional profile that primes people for self-harm behavior—a conclusion that fits research on “other-harm” behaviors (Lansky 1988; Scheff and Retzinger 2001 [1991]), and may also condition collective rituals generating powerful effervescing emotions that compel suicide bombings (Ginges, Hanse, and Norenzayan 2009). This explanation may very well prove insightful for understanding, explaining, and perhaps predicting modern suicidal epidemics. Consider the cases: Native American reservations (Walls et al. 2007), military bases (Booth 2010), psychiatric wards (Taiminen, Salmenpera, and Lehtinen 1992), prisons (Cox and Skegg 1993), and high schools (Davidson 1989; Gould 2001). All of these examples present physically and/or socioculturally closed environments in which negative emotions are easily generated and, thereby, easily spread.

What varies perhaps can be found in the degree of permanence or normativity a particular negative valence of emotions has: in the first four examples, many members’ relationships with each other may constantly be defined by negative emotional exchanges predicated on extant conditions, a self-concept shaped by the dominant group’s prejudice and discrimination, and, consequently, feelings of shame. The dynamic in high schools, however, is different as there is no need to assume negative emotions are regularly abound. Rather, these environments contain still-developing humans with less stable self-concepts and thus negative or positive emotions may easily “wash” over the group just as rapidly as they dissipate.

Though there are no studies to our knowledge comparing the “lethality” of suicide suggestion cases, it would be a worthwhile endeavor to examine whether personal role models are more likely to spread suicide than, say, fictionalized or real celebrities. As a recent study suggests, the deep emotional anchorage found in
relationships with significant others may make exposure to personal role model’s suicidal behavior more lethal (Abrutyn and Mueller 2014). That is, it could be posited that the greater the emotional bond between group members or between members and the collective, the more attuned they are to each other and, thereby, the more vulnerable they are to the spread of ideas, attitudes, and behaviors (Hatfield et al. 2009). Significant others are especially likely to be oriented toward each other’s emotions (Kimura, Daibo, and Yogo 2008), and thus suicidal ideas and behaviors should more readily spread when modeled by friends or family members.

Tarde’s insights raise several other research questions that could drive future research. For instance, are adults as susceptible to suicide suggestion via emotions as adolescents and children are? Previous research on personal role models has overwhelmingly examined children (Niederkrotenthaler et al. 2012) and teenagers (e.g., Abrutyn and Mueller 2014; Baller and Richardson 2009; Bearman and Moody 2004; Bjarnason 1994; Tishler 1981), which leaves this an open question worth asking. This question could be made more general to encompass any type of behavior, including pro-social behaviors. A second question: Can one social relationship’s negative emotional qualities be moderated by other positive social relationships? This becomes interesting when we consider significant others vis-à-vis nonsignificant others, or two personal role models against each other (is a parent more important than a friend)? Thus far, most research on suicides, or more generally on delinquency, ignore the importance of emotions (e.g., DiMaggio and Garip 2012) when they could clearly supplement each other.

The Fourth Law: Prestige Imitation

Tarde (1903:233) predicts that those who fit the prototype of the most wealthy and/or powerful in a society or “those persons who, through their eminent and timely talents, are on the road to fame and fortune” will be more likely to spread ideas and behaviors than vice versa. The fourth law, as such, is termed the law of prestige imitation. In part, Tarde implies in the previous section on emotional entrainment that superiority allows an “energetic and authoritative man” to wield “an irresistible power” over those in awe (p. 198). Tarde, however, expands this assertion to predict that prestige and power impose a bias on lower-status folks, and thereby, we should expect the flow of innovation to be from high classes to low classes (cf. Simmel 1904).

Social Psychological Theory. Status expectations and status belief theories illuminate the process by which some status characteristics come to be cues informing persons of their own expected competence and efficacy as well as other’s (Ridgeway 2006). When a status characteristic, like gender or age, becomes correlated with differential access to valued rewards like income or education, status beliefs—or beliefs that people believe most people hold about the worth and esteem of each status distinction—emerge that shape our expectations (Turner 2010). Both the deference shown the higher status persons, the confidence the higher status person unwittingly and wittingly displays in interaction, and the close attention people pay to behavior,
dress, and other dispositions lead to evaluations and assumptions about what is “good” and “appropriate,” as well as what goals and, presumably rewards, should be pursued (Goffman 1967). Hence, Simmel’s (1904) fashion was based on the belief that lower status persons adopt the behaviors and ideas, modes and fashions of the higher status people because of a sometimes correct, oftentimes misattributed, belief that adopting them will bring the lower status folk greater status mobility (Collins 1975).

Returning to Henrich’s (2001) meta-analysis of cultural diffusion studies, we find a significant number of practices and knowledge adopted because of what he terms prestige-bias (cf. Friedkin and Johnson 1997). Prestige-biases emerge because observers come to believe that the status and charisma of the role model is somehow connected to the behavior and practice; the adoption of which can transfer some of that status and charisma to the adoptee. Family and gender studies have revealed similar findings, noting that negative emotions, stress, and pathologies are more likely to spread from men to women (Kimura et al. 2008; Larson and Almeida 1999) and parents to children (Cummings and Davies 1994). Indeed, framing and feelings rules often compel subordinate individuals to do more emotion management and work to not only compensate for the superordinate’s inability or desire not to do that work (Hochschild 1983), but also as a defense mechanism protecting against the potential loss of the social bond (Scheff and Retzinger 2001 [1991]; Summers-Effler 2004).

**Prestige and Suicide.** Do prestige-biases spread suicides? To our knowledge, there have been no systematic analyses testing this thesis. It stands to reason that persons deemed significant do spread suicide. In Phillips’s (1974) landmark study, he recounts a famous anecdote about the publication of Goethe’s *The Sorrows of Young Werther* in the 1780s. In the story, the protagonist, Werther, kills himself when his love goes unrequited; as the story goes, many of Goethe’s friends (and then others in the town and region), upon reading the book, shot themselves just like Werther did, creating an epidemic that led to the book being banned. Labeled the “Werther effect,” Phillips found that celebrity suicides were associated with spikes in suicide rates, a finding that generally holds up for political and entertainment celebrities (Stack 1987)—for example, Marilyn Monroe’s suicide was followed by a 13% and 10% spike in American and British suicide rates, respectively (Phillips 1974), while the average celebrity’s effect is 2.5% (Stack 2005). Collectivist societies may be at even higher risks, as a famous South Korean actress hung herself in 2008 followed the next day by another actress’s apparent copycat suicide and then the first actress’s brother’s copycat suicide, which was positively associated with a 66% increase in national suicide rates (Fu and Chan 2013).

It may also be true that fictionalized accounts act as prestige triggers. Smoking in films, for instance, has been found to have correlations with teenage smoking rates (Charlesworth and Glantz 2005). It seems entirely plausible, then, to think that movies or literature could provide influential characters whose own pro-social, antisocial, or self-harming behavior makes the idea real, meaningful, and, in some cases, morally upright (for an exhaustive discussion, see Stack and Bowman 2012; see also Kral 1994). Indeed, in a landmark study, Niederkrotenthaler and his
colleagues (2010) found the opposite of the Werther effect, the “Papageno” effect in which fictionalized characters who contemplated suicide, but in the end found a way to cope and continue living had protective effects on audiences. To be sure, this may be the only study to our knowledge of the protective consequences of fictionalized characters, but one that should compel future research endeavors not only in suicide but also other types of behaviors. An equally interesting question is how ordinary people who have high status in our networks or groups may affect suicidal behavior. For example, does a suicide attempt or completion by the high school quarterback have greater implications for the potential spread of suicide than that of a loner or outcast?

The Fifth Law: Propinquity and Imitation

Tarde’s final law emerges from his thoughts on democratic societies, the growth of mass media, and the evolution of “public opinion” (cf. Katz 1999). He concludes that “the influence of a model’s example is efficacious inversely to its distance” from those exposed (Tarde 1903:224). Tarde, notably, is vague as to what exactly constitutes “distance,” though he leaves some clues when he asks, if there is “nothing more natural than that those who love each other should copy each other” (p. 215). Yet, his discussion of distance implies multiple dimensions of distance, and thus this law may best be called the law of propinquity. That is, distance may be measured in terms of psychological, emotional, physical, and/or symbolic-cultural space. Although each dimension is independent, they are likely interrelated and have additive effects on each other. Besides pure propinquity, Tarde adds a corollary that may be his greatest contribution: the greater a person’s propinquity and prestige, the greater his/her influence. In all likelihood, we could extend this to include a collective’s propinquity and prestige given the fact that group identity can be treated as a real or generalized other (Summers-Effler 2002).

The Social Psychology of Propinquity. Social psychology teaches us that significant others are more influential than nonsignificant others (Turner 2010)—even publicized celebrities or strangers who are physically and personally distant, but with whom we can form imaginary bonds (Collins 2004:85)—or, what Stack (2000) calls differential identification. Simply put, individuals are more likely to adopt behaviors and attitudes when they believe the model is like them. Additionally, the degree to which we attribute positive emotional rewards to a person/relationship or a specific group, (1) the more committed we will be to that person/group (Lawler et al. 2009), (2) the more subject we are to the normative and moral order (Collins 2004; Turner 2010), and (3) the more likely we are to act like other group members and adopt new behaviors as modeled by them (Mackie et al. 2009). Research has shown that intensive relationships, which may be dyadic, triadic, or small interpersonal groups, are powerful conduits of emotions (Hatfield et al. 1994; Kimura et al. 2008; Larson and Almeida 1999), and behavioral pathologies (Scheff and Retzinger 2001 [1991]). This heightened merger makes individuals even more likely to adopt behaviors or attitudes of others, because the boundary between self and other is blurred. In
extreme cases, self-other confusion can occur in which “elements of cognitive structures of close others overlap with elements of cognitive structures of self” (Aron and Aron 1996:528) such that events or issues that happen to one person may be misconstrued as having happened to the other.

*Intimacy and Suicide.* Like Tarde’s *law of prestige*, his *law of propinquity* has not been systematically examined. That being said, we can surmise it has some explanatory power, as the underlying premise of a massive body of suicide suggestion research examines the relationship between a personal role model’s suicidal behavior and the probability of the exposed person’s own suicidality. Tarde’s law of propinquity, however, could help explain the growing body of copycat studies that show certain identifiable or common traits of publicized suicide victims are more likely to produce temporary increases in suicide such as divorced people (Stack 1990) or those suffering from physical illness (Stack 2000). The logic being that the divorced already suffer from psychache (Shneidman 1993) and anomie (Gibbs 2000), and thus their degree of propinquity grows when the role model—no matter how distant socially—is assumed to share the same socioemotional and psychological dispositions (Clark 1997). A next step in this type of research, arguably, is examining whether propinquity can *generate* new behaviors or attitudes. A recent longitudinal study has paved the way for the argument that in some cases like adolescents with no suicidal history, a friend or family member’s suicide attempt can produce suicidal thoughts and, in girls, suicide attempts (Abrutyn and Mueller 2014). To our knowledge, this is the only study elucidating the “causality” of suicide suggestion and, thus, serves as a great departure point for future work making use of Tarde’s laws.

Finally, Tarde’s law of propinquity—when we consider physical and sociocultural proximity—provides an additional layer of explanation to the types of environments we commonly find suicide epidemics. The actual closeness, general lack of social mobility, and frequency of interaction between members with clearly shared membership and status characteristics acts as conduits for the spread of ideas, emotions, attitudes, and behaviors (Collins 2004; Lawler et al. 2009). Indeed, Durkheim identifies several similar social environments in which epidemics happened: regiments, penitentiaries, small French villages, and other tight-knit groups. Many of these environments have qualities similar to Goffman’s (1961) “total institutions”—like prisons (Cox and Skegg 1993) or mental wards (Taiminen et al. 1992)—which “impose” sameness and coerces individuals into a “common environment” in which emotions easily spread alongside behavioral/attitudinal dispositions. These types of environments can do tremendous violence to the self, or what Goffman referred to as mortification and tyrannization, which likely creates very negative emotional profiles filled with shame and anger.

Clearly, propinquity has some effect on the spread of suicide. How much of an effect is beyond our current ability to determine, but is a worthwhile question to pursue along with the impact emotions and emotional quality has on the spread of suicide and the nuances of prestige-biases. Furthermore, how close a person must be to have an effect remains vaguely understood as well. Other questions that could improve our understanding include the following: Does the status of the significant
other matter? Does the role model need to be closer in status to have an effect, or just high in status? Is physical propinquity enough, or are there other more important forms of propinquity like cultural or gender?

Propinquity Plus Prestige. If we are to see propinquity and prestige as intersecting, the power of our explanatory frame grows exponentially. Suddenly, we can theorize that role models that are deemed as “like us” and influential amplify the likelihood of “imitation” or suggestion. Again, the lack of systematic research on this subject does not necessarily preclude considering the research that does exist. For instance, in Stack and Bowman’s (2012) look at suicides in the cinema, we find four out of five cinematic suicides being related to social and not biological or psychological causes. Life, in this case, may imitate art (Kral 1994), as both the prestige and the propinquity in terms of sociocultural position, relational dynamics, or other easily identifiable traits intersect in ways amplifying those in the audience previously primed for this type of information. One study that can be cited as evidence of life intersecting with art was the famous study by Schmidtke and Hafner (1988) about the German movie Death of Student that featured a 19-year-old male throwing himself in front of a train. Consequently, we find a statistically significant increase in young male suicides vis-à-vis older men, and, even more disconcerting, a spike in suicide by train. This argument, of course, carries over to all other types of behaviors, such as smoking, obesity, or any other behavior or attitude that can become normative. We should expect, then, that parents would be most influential and closest to their children, best friends or peers in high school, and spouses in adult life. These actors should be the individuals most likely to spread ideas, emotions, attitudes, or behaviors according to Tarde.

FINAL THOUGHTS

We began by asking whether Tarde was buried by Durkheim and sociology too soon. Suicide suggestion research has evoked his name as a theoretical explanation, but to date it has been largely superficial in that the term suggestion was borrowed from Tarde, while the mechanisms by which suicides could spread via role models, be they celebrities, network ties, or significant others, have remained only vaguely considered. We noted this was problematic because Durkheim proclaimed a general theory of suicide, which has not been useful in explaining a large set of suicides in contemporary suicide. That is, Durkheim’s frame helps understand isolation, destabilized moral anchorages, and the like, but not so much the spread of suicide from person to person. It was argued that Tarde’s social psychological “laws” (see Table I) when elaborated and modified by modern social psychological insights, could help bridge the gap between Durkheim’s macrolevel analysis that cannot possibly explain the spread of suicides through networks or personal relationships as it is currently framed.

In particular, the underlying force behind the spread of any behaviors and attitudes, in this particular case suicide, is likely driven by the emotional underpinnings of social relationships (or Tarde’s law of emotional entrainment). Thus, homophily
may explain why suicidal people often find each other, but in many others (and even those where “birds” do flock together) it is the emotional energy that shape the contours of that social relationship and provide the motivation for adopting, choosing, or employing one action over others. It is the emotional bond, furthermore, that likely accelerates and intensifies symbolic communication. Second, we noted that the prestige of the role model seems to make a difference at least in terms of the celebrity role models, but concluded that little contagion or suggestion research had explored the question of prestige in a systematic fashion; future research questions examining this law were offered. Third, the laws of propinquity and prestige allowed us to bridge the mesolevel nature of closed social networks and the microprocesses that occur within those networks, and more importantly, within dyadic, triadic, and small-group life that could make some persons or groups more vulnerable to suicide.

In sum, the theory above offers some points of departure for a project far beyond the scope of this article: a more robust and general sociological theory of suicide suggestion. Tarde offers some important points to consider, which when combined with social psychology and emotions, can create some scaffolding for a more comprehensive theory. Moreover, what this article could not do was test or offer new data for such a project, though future research should consider purposive quantitative and qualitative efforts toward designing instruments that could test these hypotheses and many others culled from psychology, epidemiology, and the like. The model, thus, is not definitive but meant to move the sociology of suicide toward a more general theory that is capable of explaining a wider range of suicide processes than Durkheim’s conventional approach is capable of today.
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